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ABSTRACT 

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a cornerstone process in computational biology and bioinformatics. 

Although numerous algorithms have been proposed for MSA, producing an efficient MSA with high 

accuracy remains a huge challenge. Progressive alignment method is broadly used for constructing MSA. It 

uses guide trees as an input to guide the alignment process. Pair-wise alignment plays a significant role in 

building the distance matrices where distance matrices are necessary for building the guide trees. Robust 

distance matrix leads to better MSA. In this research, we present Filtered Distance Matrix for building 

MSA (FDM-MSA) to construct MSA. FDM-MSA is divided into four phases: constructing the distance 

matrix, building the filtering system, building the guide tree, and constructing the MSA. HashTable-N-

Gram-Hirschberg (HT-NGH) is used to build the distance matrix. Two sequence detectors are involved in 

building the filtering system: multi-domain detector and outlier detector. After filtering the distance matrix, 

Neighbor Joining and progressive alignment methods are employed to construct the guide tree and MSA. 

The experiments show that the FDM-MSA algorithm shows improved performance in both terms; time and 

accuracy. FDM-MSA algorithm obtains the best time performance over all competitive methods in most 

datasets, as well as obtains the highest Sum-of-Pairs Score on RV2 dataset of BAlibase dataset and the 

second best Total Column score on average. 

Keywords: Multiple Sequence Alignment; Progressive Alignment; Guide Tree; 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MSA is a cornerstone process in bioinformatics 

because it is necessary for sequence analysis. 

MSA plays an essential role in identifying 

sequences and collecting information about them 

[1]. Representing and identifying sequence 

families are the most significant tasks of MSA. 

Indirectly, MSA helps in predict the structure 

and function of sequences by relating them to 

their closest similar families. It also builds the 

phylogenetic tree, which helps in constructing 

the evolutionary history of species and in 

conducting evolution studies on molecules [2]. 

MSA is necessary for almost all aspects of 

computational sequence analysis, but it is a 

difficult task [3-6]. Optimal MSA is considered 

as an NP-hard problem because the size of the 

problem increases radically when the number 

and length of sequences increase [7-13]. On the 

other hand, to reach optimal results using 

dynamic programming (DP) is an NP-complete 

problem [14]. Many attempts is done to solve the 

problem using heuristic method, such as 
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progressive alignment [15, 16], probabilistic and 

statistics-based alignment [17-23], iterative 

alignment [24, 25], and alignment based on 

population-based metaheuristic methods [26-36]. 

Most computational methods in MSA research 

field are based on progressive alignment but they 

vary by the technique they use beside the 

progressive alignment method. 

Despite the diversity of methods and the large 

number of algorithms that have been proposed to 

solve MSA, producing efficient MSAs with high 

accuracy remains a huge challenge [1, 6, 37]. 

Applying multiple protein sequence alignments 

on large datasets through progressive alignment 

also requires hours [38]. Faster algorithms are 

necessary because the biological sequence 

databases are growing rapidly ([39, 40]. Some 

methods have reached high accuracy, such as 

MSAprobs algorithm [1] with high execution 

time, while other methods have low execution 

time, such as Multiple Sequence Comparison by 

Log-Expectation (MUSCLE) [41, 42] and 

Clustal W [43], but suffer from low accuracy. 

Guide tree construction has an impact on MSA 

performance but it is time-consuming process, 

since construction the guide tree requires the 

time-consuming process of building the distance 

matrix. In short, the problems highlight the need 

for faster and more efficient MSA algorithms. 

Moreover, guide tree has a significant role in 

guiding progressive alignment in the process of 

building MSA. Guide trees are used broadly in 

progressive alignment methods to guide the 

alignment process because the sequences are 

organized in the tree according to their 

resemblance score. Guide trees offer a pre-

computed map that can be used as a compass to 

direct the progressive alignment.  

Currently the MSA leading methods or the top 

performing algorithms in the protein MSA 

research field are Clustal-W [43], T-Coffee [44], 

MAFFT [45], MUSCLE [41, 42], ProbCons 

[46], Probalign [47], DIAlign-TX [48], and 

MSAProbs [1]. Also they are the most 

commonly used methods for comparing and 

measuring the performance of new algorithms in 

the field.  

MSA top performing methods are based on 

progressive alignment. Constructing MSA using 

progressive alignment method requires mainly 

three steps: (1) building the distance matrix, (2) 

building the guide tree, and (3) constructing the 

MSA progressively. 

Even though all of the top performing methods 

use progressive alignment to build MSA, they 

vary by the techniques they use. For instance, to 

build the distance matrix, some methods use 

pair-wise alignment such as [1, 44] while others 

use approximate method such as [46, 47]. 

Furthermore to build the guide tree out of the 

pre-computed distance matrix, one of two 

different clustering methods is used: UPGMA 

[49] and NJ [50]. Also progressive alignment 

methods vary in the way of producing the 

alignment where some applied a refinement 

process such as [45, 47, 48] to the final step of 

progressive alignment in order to improve the 

alignment score, while others do not such as [43, 

44] in order to avoid its overhead on execution 

time. 

In this paper we present FDM-MSA a new 

method for building MSA. FDM-MSA mainly 

consists of three stages. The First stage is the 

distance matrix construction, where HT-NGH 

algorithm [51] is used. The second stage is the 

filtering system and guide tree construction, 

which includes two steps: building the filtering 

system and constructing the guide tree. Two 

detectors are involved in building the filtering 

system: multi-domain protein sequence detector 

and outlier protein sequence detector. The 

second part of the second stage is guide tree 

construction, where the NJ method is used to 

construct the guide tree out of the filtered 

distance matrix. The final and third stage in this 

research is MSA construction. In this stage, we 

apply progressive alignment to the pre-computed 

guide tree in order to construct the MSA. 
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

MSA is a process of aligning n DNA, RNA, or 

protein sequences where �	 � 2. 

Say we have 'n' number of sequences (�	 �
2),	��, ��, ....., and ��. The MSA of ��, ��, ....., 

and �� is a matrix 	
�, �, where i is the number 

of sequences and j is the number of residues in 

each sequence. 

3. MULTI-DOMAIN SEQUENCES 

A multi-domain protein is a protein sequence 

that has two or more separate domains that may 

cause the merging of unrelated families in one 

cluster. The problem occurs when a transitive 

relationship between the sequences does not hold 

where (A ∈ B) ∩ (B ∈ C) � (A ∈ C). Sequence 

X is considered as a multi-domain sequence for 

sequence 'a' and 'b' if sequence X is similar to 

sequence 'a' and sequence 'b', while sequence 'a' 

does not share a significant similarity to 

sequence 'b'. Figure 1 shows an example of a 

multi-domain sequence.

 

 

4. OUTLIER SEQUENCES 

In clustering, outlier protein sequence is a noise 

sequence that does not belong to any cluster in 

the dataset. In other words, it is the sequence that 

does not belong to any family in the dataset and 

does not share a sufficient amount of similarity 

with any sequence in the dataset.  

The definition clearly indicates that outlier 

sequences can bring the alignment down because 

it shares no similarity (or a very low amount of 

similarity) with other sequences. The effect of 

outlier sequences on MSA comes from the nature 

of constructing the MSA. MSA construction 

starts with aligning the two closest sequences, 

adding the next closest sequence to them, and so 

on. In this case, when we add the outlier 

sequence in the early stages of the alignment 

process, it will distort the alignment. 

 

 

5. METHOD 

FDM-MSA is a progressive alignment method to 

build multiple sequence alignment. Building 

MSA using FDM-MSA is done by: (i) building 

pair-wise alignment and constructing the 

distance matrix; (ii) filtering the distance matrix 

from outlier sequences which includes two 

different clustering methods: multi-domain 

sequences detector and outlier sequences 

detector; (iii) constructing the guide tree from the 

filtered distance matrix; (v) applying progressive 

alignment to the pre-computed guide tree and 

constructing the MSA. 

5.1. Distance Matrix Construction 

To calculate the distance between protein 

sequences, pair-wise alignment is performed. We 

use HT-NGH pair-wise alignment algorithm [51] 

to calculate the distance and construct the 

distance matrix. HT-NGH is an extension to the 

N-Gram-Hirschberg (NGH) [52] and Hashing-N-

Gram-Hirschberg (H-NGH) [53] pair-wise 

 

 

Sequence X 

Sequence b 

Domain 2 Domain 1 

Domain 2 

Domain 1 

Sequence a 

Figure 1: Example Of A Multi-Domain Sequence, Sequence 'X' Is A Multi-

Domain Sequence For Sequences 'A' And 'B' 
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alignment methods; it uses the hash table 

capabilities to enhance the transformation phase. 

Distance d is defined as the number of 

mismatches between the pair of sequences �� and 

�� over the length of the longest sequence 

between the compared sequences. 

�	
��, ��� � 1 � �����_������� 
!",!#�
���
$%� ��
!"�,$%� ��
!#��

     

(1)                                                                        

Since the matrix is symmetric, all we need is 

&�#'�(

�
 of the total alignment. To avoid repeating 

the same alignment, we put the alignment 

process into a continuous mode, where each 

sequence is compared with all other sequences 

once and then will not be considered for the 

alignment again. 

5.2. Filtering System 

The filtering system is proposed to identify the 

outlier sequences (i.e., sequences that do not 

belong to the family in the dataset). It inspired 

from a clustering method described in [54]. The 

filtering system includes two detectors: multi-

domain detector and outlier detector. The input 

for the filtering system is a pre-computed 

distance matrix that produces a filtered distance 

matrix as an output. The first process in the 

filtering system is building the multi-domain 

detector depending on the pre-computed distance 

matrix. The main reason behind multi-domain 

detector process is to enhance the performance of 

the outlier detector by reducing the collision 

caused by multi-domain sequences. The second 

process is detecting the outlier sequences using 

the pre-computed distance matrix along with the 

list of multi-domain sequences produced by the 

multi-domain detector algorithm. 

5.2.1. Multi-Domain Detector 

Detecting multi-domain sequences is a pre-

process of the outlier detection in order to avoid 

unnecessary links between the nodes. It would 

also avoid using multi-domain protein sequences 

as the core point during the clustering process. 

Building the multi-domain detector mainly 

includes: constructing the directed score matrix 

and detecting the multi-domain sequences. 

Building the Directed Score Matrix: indirect 

edges do not emphasize the real similarity 

between the sequences (i.e., the similarity from 

sequence A to sequence B is not necessarily the 

same as the similarity from sequence B to 

sequence A). Therefore,  in order to detect the 

multi-domain protein sequences, the pre-

computed symmetric distance matrix will be 

replaced by an asymmetric distance matrix using 

the equation applied in the method proposed by 

Eva Bolten in 2001 [55]. To convert the matrix 

to an asymmetric matrix, we assume to have a 

symmetric distance matrix W containing the 

sequences P and Q. The distance W(P,Q), which 

is the distance from P to Q, and the distance 

W(Q,P), which is the distance from Q to P, are 

calculated using the formula in Equation 2: 

W
P,Q�	 = 

,-.
/,0�1�22

,-.
/,/�
												(2) 

where raw(P,Q) is the distance value between P 

and Q taken from the distance matrix. 

Detecting the multi-domain sequences: After 

building the directed distance matrix, the 

algorithm starts detecting multi-domain protein 

sequences by following the procedure proposed 

in GeneRAGE algorithm [56]. 

Let us assume we have an S� group, which 

contains the sequences that have significant 

similarity to protein 'x' where W(x, S�) > 

threshold and W(S�, x) > threshold, and the 

threshold is set by the user. For each pair of 

sequences (a, b) in the group S�, they should pass 

through the similarity test using the following IF 

condition: 

IF 

  W(a, b) > threshold and W(b, a) > 

threshold 

THEN  
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 'x' isn't a multi-domain sequence for 'a' 

and 'b' 

ELSE 

 'x' is a candidate multi-domain sequence 

for two different domains 'a' and 'b' 

After passing all possible pairs of sequences 

through the similarity condition, all possible 

multi-domain relations will be detected and 

stored in a list. 

5.2.2. Outlier Detector 

The main purpose of the outlier detector 

algorithm is to find the outer sequences from the 

dataset. To detect the outlier sequences, the 

algorithm combines two clustering methods: 

multi-domain detector algorithm and Shared 

Nearest Neighbor (SNN) [57] clustering 

algorithm. Inputs for the outlier detector 

algorithm are the pre-computed distance matrix 

and a list of multi-domain sequences, which, in 

turn, it produces a list of outlier sequences. To 

avoid clustering distortion caused by multi-

domain points, the multi-domain points are 

excluded from the point set until the process of 

identifying the points is done. Afterward, the 

points are attached to the closest cluster. 

5.2.3. Filtering the distance matrix 

Filtering the distance matrix is done by marking 

the sequences that share no similarity or very low 

similarity with the rest of the sequences in the 

matrix. To identify the sequences, we depend on 

the list of outlier sequences produced by the 

outlier detector. Separating the outlier sequences 

in the guide tree will assist building better MSAs 

by telling the aligner which sequences to focus 

on and which to ignore or avoid giving high 

attention. 

5.3. Guide Tree Construction 

NJ clustering method is used to build the guide 

tree. The input of NJ algorithm is the filtered 

distance matrix, where the output is a guide tree 

with n leaves (n is the number of sequences). To 

start the tree construction, NJ algorithm 

decomposes the sequences into a star-like tree 

with equal branch lengths. NJ method produces a 

correct guide tree if it receives exact distances 

[58]. Furthermore, even if minor errors occur in 

the distances, NJ can still provide a correct guide 

tree [50]. 

5.4. MSA construction 

To construct the MSA, progressive alignment 

method is used. Progressive alignment method 

requires a pre-computed guide tree as an input to 

build the alignment. The guide tree is used to 

direct the alignment process, starting from the 

closest pair of sequences and moving gradually 

toward the next closest sequence. Aligning the 

alignment or aligning a sequence to an alignment 

is done by using a consensus sequence of an 

alignment, and then the algorithm performs pair-

wise alignment on the two sequences (the 

consensus sequence and the added sequence or 

the two consensus sequences). Given a guide tree 

with n leaves, progressive alignment requires (n-

1) alignments to build MSA. 

6. RESULTS  

 

6.1. Measurements 

To measure the results of FDM-MSA, two 

performance metrics are involved: execution 

time and accuracy. To measure and assess the 

accuracy of the proposed method, three factors 

were taken into consideration: benchmarks, score 

calculation methods, and comparative methods 

(MSA leading methods). All the time 

experiments were carried out on a PC with an 

Intel i7 quad-core 3.40 GHz processor and 6 GB 

RAM. 

To assess and rank the proposed method along 

with the leading methods, four common 

benchmark datasets are used: BAliBASE version 

3, SABmark version 1.65, OXBENCH version 

1.1, and IRMbase version 2.0. BAliBASE 

dataset consists of 386 alignment groups divided 

into six reference sets: RV11 (76 alignment 

group), RV12 (88 alignment group), RV2 (82 

alignment group), RV3 (60 alignment group), 

RV4 (49 alignment group), and RV5 (31 

alignment group). SABmark dataset consists of 

425 alignment groups divided into two subsets: 

superfamilies (425 alignment groups) and 

twilight zone (209 alignment groups). 

OXBENCH dataset consists of 637 alignment 
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groups. Finally, IRMbase dataset consists of 192 

alignment groups divided equally into four 

reference sets: R1, R2, R3, and R4. 

Sum-of-pairs score (SPS) is a method used to 

define the percentage of correctly aligned residue 

couple in a given alignment. SPS is calculated by 

dividing the correctly aligned residues pair-

wisely (two residues at a time) in the multiple 

alignment produced by the target algorithm (test 

algorithm) over the total number of aligned 

residues in the reference alignment. Total 

column score (TC) or column score (CS) in some 

references is a method used to evaluate the 

percentage of correctly aligned columns of a 

given alignment. TC is calculated by dividing the 

number of correctly aligned columns in the 

alignment produced by the target algorithm (test 

algorithm) over the total aligned columns in the 

reference alignment. 

To assess and evaluate the performance of FDM-

MSA, the above accuracy measurements 

(benchmarks and scoring methods) are used and 

then the results of the FDM-MSA method are 

compared with the results of the most common, 

top performing, and leading algorithms of MSA. 

The algorithms used to compare and measure the 

accuracy of the proposed method are: Clustal-W 

version 1.8, T-Coffee version 8.99, MUSCLE 

version 3.8, MAFFT version 7.050b, Probalign 

version 1.4, ProbCons version 1.12, DIAlign-TX 

version 2.1, and MSAProbs version 0.9.7. The 

parameters and thresholds of filtering system's 

clustering methods are set according to the 

settings of the original methods (GeneRAGE and 

SNN) [54, 56, 57]. 

 

6.2. Time 

This section discusses the time performance of 

FDM-MSA algorithm compared to the time 

performance of MSA leading methods. The time 

performance is measured by calculating the 

execution time of the comparative algorithms. 

Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 show the 

execution time of MSA leading methods and 

FDM-MSA on Balibase 3.0, IRMbase version 

2.0, SABmark version 1.65 , and OXBENCH 

version 1.1 benchmark reference datasets. 

Experiments show that three algorithms earn the 

top time performance among all leading methods 

(FDM-MSA, Clustal-W, and MUSCLE). FDM-

MSA reaches the best total execution time 

performance on Balibase and IRMbase 

benchmarks while it comes second for the rest of 

bench marks. Clustal-W and FDM-MSA 

methods take the lead in datasets with small 

amounts of sequences in the alignment file, while 

MUSCLE algorithm takes the lead with datasets 

that include alignment files with a high number 

of sequences. Also, FDM-MSA saves more time 

in the pair-wise alignment part compared with 

Clustal-W algorithm because the proposed 

method uses fast pair-wise alignment algorithm 

to build the distance matrix. Therefore, FDM-

MSA is faster with the alignment files that 

contains high number of sequences. 

Table 1 shows the execution time of the 

comparative methods on Balibase 3.0 benchmark 

reference datasets. The time experiment of FDM-

MSA method shows an improvement in time 

performance over the leading methods on 

Balibase datasets. FDM-MSA reaches the lowest 

execution time in two reference datasets, RV4 

and RV5, as well as the total execution time. 

 

 

 BaliBase RV11 RV12 RV2 RV3 RV4 RV5 Total 

FDM-MSA 30 46 312 439 163 97 1087 

Clustal-W 19 45 455 576 202 112 1409 

MUSCLE 31 46 262 299 352 117 1107 

Table 1: Execution time results on Balibase [the bold values represent the shortest execution 

time (in seconds)] 
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MAFFT 580 920 6924 6714 5043 3430 23611 

DIAlign-TX 50 100 1461 2039 581 307 4538 

TCoffee 1755 2491 29221 7423 1230 697 42817 

ProbCons 82 269 4623 7482 2749 1368 16573 

Probalign 47 200 3355 5101 1968 917 11588 

MSAProbs 82 286 5285 8182 2087 1382 17304 

 

Table 2 shows the execution time of the 

comparative methods on IRMbase benchmark 

reference datasets. FDM-MSA reaches the 

lowest execution time in two reference datasets, 

R3 and R4, as well as in total execution time. 

Nevertheless, two algorithms, Clustal-W and 

FDM-MSA, clearly are competing for the top 

performance. The competition is a result of the 

different sequence lengths in each reference set, 

where the sequence length in R1 and R2 is 

shorter than that in R3 and R4.

 

 

IRMbase R1 R2 R3 R4 Total 

FDM-MSA 28 39 44 52 163 

Clustal-W 24 38 45 67 174 

MUSCLE 68 105 117 155 445 

MAFFT 1334 2328 2592 3844 10098 

DIAlign-TX 68 99 100 144 411 

TCoffee 1499 734 258 325 2816 

ProbCons 213 414 476 779 1882 

Probalign 126 269 327 547 1269 

MSAProbs 194 344 397 592 1527 

 

Table 3 shows the execution time of the 

comparative methods on SABmark benchmark 

datasets. FDM-MSA method comes in second 

place in the SUP group and third in the Twi 

group where Clustal-W leads. This finding 

comes as a result of the low number of sequences 

to align in SABmark alignment files, where the 

average number of sequences in the alignment 

files is less than five sequences in both groups 

(SUP and Twi). 

 

 

SABMARK SUP Twi Total 

FDM-MSA 57 24 81 

Clustal-W 51 16 67 

MUSCLE 69 22 91 

MAFFT 1537 512 2049 

DIAlign-TX 162 47 209 

Table 2: Execution time results on IRMbase [the bold values represent the shortest 

execution time (in seconds)] 

Table 3: Execution time results on SABmark [the bold values represent the shortest execution time (in 

seconds)] 
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TCoffee 1991 167 2158 

ProbCons 150 36 186 

Probalign 95 24 119 

MSAProbs 152 34 186 

 

Table 4 shows the execution time of the 

comparative methods on OXbench benchmark 

reference dataset. FDM-MSA method comes in 

second place in the dataset where Clustal-W gets 

the top time performance. This performance 

comes as a result of the low number of sequences 

to be aligned in OXbench alignment files, where 

the average number of sequences in the 

alignment files is less than nine sequences per 

alignment file, while about three-fourth of the 

alignment files have less than seven sequences. 

In addition to the low number of sequences to be 

aligned, the sequences in OXbench datasets are 

also short (less than 300 residues in general), 

which is another advantage for Clustal-W 

algorithm to take the lead over MUSCLE and 

FDM-MSA methods.

 

 

Oxbench Total 

FDM-MSA 83 

Clustal-W 79 

MUSCLE 86 

MAFFT 1650 

DIAlign-TX 431 

TCoffee 23449 

ProbCons 307 

Probalign 209 

MSAProbs 147 

 

6.3. Accuracy 

This section discusses the accuracy performance 

of FDM-MSA method compared to the 

performance of MSA leading methods. Table 5 

and Table 6 show the sum of pairs score (SPS) 

and total column (TC) score of the comparative 

methods on Balibase 3.0 benchmark reference 

datasets. Experiments show that FDM-MSA 

method outperforms most of the leading methods 

on average, while it takes the lead with highest 

accuracy in some alignment files. The 

enhancement basically comes as a result of the 

combination of the pair-wise method and the 

filtering system. The proposed method shows 

improved results compared to those of other 

leading methods on the files that contain multi-

domain and outlier sequences. 

The results shown in Table 5 presents the 

average SPS score values for each Balibase’s 

reference set. FDM-MSA method reaches the 

highest performance over all leading methods in 

the RV2 reference dataset, while it comes in 

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth place for the rest of 

the Balibase reference datasets. FDM-MSA 

method outperforms all comparative methods in 

the RV2 reference dataset. This improvement 

comes as a result of the nature of the dataset and 

the nature of the FDM-MSA method. Since 

Balibase has a divergent orphan sequence [1], 

alignment files in these datasets may contain 

Table 4: Execution time results on OXbench [the bold values represent the shortest execution time (in 

seconds)] 
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outlier sequences that can bring the alignment 

score down if they do not maintained correctly. 

RV2 reference set also contains high divergent 

orphan sequences [1]

 

 

 SPS RV11 RV12 RV2 RV3 RV4 RV5 Average 

FDM-MSA 0.7096 0.9443 0.9437 0.8665 0.9178 0.8896 0.8781 

Clustal-W 0.5822 0.8840 0.8879 0.7714 0.7894 0.7691 0.7807 

MAFFT 0.6841 0.9356 0.9357 0.8708 0.9119 0.8977 0.8700 

MUSCLE 0.6575 0.9232 0.9151 0.8424 0.8648 0.8529 0.8426 

T-Coffee 0.7297 0.9436 0.9343 0.8711 0.8919 0.9017 0.8787 

ProbCons 0.7400 0.9459 0.9370 0.8754 0.9003 0.9015 0.8833 

Probalign 0.7127 0.9465 0.9354 0.8645 0.9221 0.8912 0.8787 

MSAProbs 0.7459 0.9487 0.9436 0.8820 0.9254 0.9090 0.8924 

DIAlign-TX 0.5401 0.8830 0.8901 0.7684 0.8340 0.8218 0.7896 

 

Table 6 shows the average TC score values for 

each Balibase reference set. The performance of 

FDM-MSA method is not stable compared to the 

comparative methods’ performance, where it 

comes in at second, third, fourth, and fifth place. 

The best performance that FDM-MSA method 

reaches is in RV2 and in the Average columns, 

where it comes in at second place. Mainly, this 

little drop in the performance compared with the 

SPS score comes as a result of TC scoring 

method behaviour. The TC score method 

matches methods’ aligned file columns with a 

reference alignment columns, and it returns zero 

if there is any slight dissimilarity between the 

two columns (even if the mismatch is in one 

raw). Thus, to get a score equal to one, the two 

columns (the aligned file column and reference 

file column) should be identical, which is also 

difficult to obtain and it does not tell the real 

matching percentage (one mismatch means zero 

score). 

 

TC RV11 RV12 RV2 RV3 RV4 RV5 Average 

FDM-MSA 0.5019 0.8631 0.5141 0.5696 0.6007 0.5646 0.6151 

Clustal-W 0.3253 0.7559 0.3386 0.3817 0.3982 0.3650 0.4274 

MAFFT 0.4754 0.8426 0.4891 0.6007 0.5861 0.5904 0.6048 

MUSCLE 0.4332 0.8200 0.4222 0.4768 0.4532 0.4750 0.5134 

T-Coffee 0.5143 0.8585 0.4874 0.5637 0.5424 0.6016 0.5947 

ProbCons 0.5276 0.8682 0.5080 0.6005 0.5361 0.5952 0.6059 

Probalign 0.4857 0.8677 0.4669 0.5972 0.6123 0.5436 0.5956 

MSAProbs 0.5365 0.8746 0.5408 0.6342 0.6251 0.6143 0.6376 

DIAlign-TX 0.3172 0.7600 0.3469 0.3992 0.4517 0.4567 0.4553 

 

 

Table 5: SPS score on Balibase (the bold values represent the highest score) 

Table 6: TC score on Balibase (the bold values represent the highest score) 
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7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we present FDM-MSA a 

progressive alignment method for high-

throughput multiple protein SA construction. 

The pair-wise alignment method used in FDM-

MSA method is a fast, robust, and recent method 

called HT-NGH. The filtering system is built 

using a combination of two clustering methods: 

GeneRAGE and SNN. The main purpose of the 

filtering system is to detect outlier sequences 

efficiently even if they get covered by multi-

domain sequences. FDM-MSA method 

outperforms the comparative methods in many 

occasions in terms of time performance, while it 

comes in second or third place as its lowest 

performance. On the other hand, the accuracy 

results are not as good as the time performance 

improvement, though it reaches the best 

performance in RV2 as well as competes and 

takes a place among the highest accuracy 

algorithms. The improvement in time 

performance comes as a result of: using a fast 

distance matrix construction method and getting 

rid of the refinement process. The accuracy 

performance improvement comes as a result of 

using a robust distance matrix construction 

method and applying a filtering process to the 

distance matrix to detect the outlier sequences. 

Note that the fastest algorithms of MSA are 

among the lowest accuracy performance, and the 

most accurate algorithms are not among the 

fastest algorithms. Therefore, FDM-MSA 

method outperforms the most accurate 

algorithms in terms of execution time and 

competes with them in terms of accuracy 

performance. 

In addition, the filtering system has an impact on 

the files that have multi-domain and outlier 

sequences. Thus, it does not have any effect on 

the accuracy score if all sequences belong to the 

same family (share significant similarity among 

each other). On the other hand, FDM-MSA 

method does not apply any iterative refinement 

at the end of the aligning process to save the 

execution time because it depends on building 

robust distance matrix and filtering the distance 

matrix for further robustness. 
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